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LIGHT FINGERS

LIGHT FINGERS TOUCH PANEL
Model TSB431
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1. INTRODUCTION

The LIGHT FINGERS touch panel provides independent Latch and Flash with an LED mimic for each low
voltage output channel. The 12 channels are divided into three zones, and the outputs from each zone are
connected to a standard 4 channel DIN socket.
Front panel push buttons allow 4 channel chase effects to be routed to any zone. These can be either from
the internal sequencer, or from an external controller via the low voltage interface at the rear.
The internal sequencer can be set to run at slow speeds which is more suitable when the panel is used to
control motorised switched effects. If any zone is selected for effects, the `LATCH' function is disabled, but
the `FLASH' keys still operate to allow manual override if desired.
The low voltage outputs from the LIGHT FINGERS can be used to drive the inputs of power packs directly,
or they can be used to enable/disable complete power packs. In either case the unit is compatible with
SWITCHPAC and MULTIPAC slave packs, which can also supply the D.C. power.
Alternatively the LIGHT FINGERS can be used in conjunction with a MULTIPHASE controller to provide
touch override switching of each channel in a fully dimmable low voltage control system.

2. FRONT PANEL LAYOUT
2.1 Latch Pads.
These turn on the individual Output Channels and the Output Mimic LEDs.
2.2 Flash/Cancel Pads.
Touching one of these pads turns on the channel momentarily and cancels the latch function.
2.3 Speed Control.
This knob sets the speed of the internal chaser.
2.4 Internal/External Switch.
This selects either Internal or External chase effects.
2.5 Zone Switches.
These switches enable the Effects and disable the Latch function on each zone.

3. REAR PANEL FACILITIES
3.1 P.S.U. Input
If an adequate d.c. supply is not available from the slave packs, the LIGHT FINGERS can be powered from
a separate 18V Power Supply Unit (PSU431). This should be screwed to the rear of the unit and the 5 pin
DIN plug inserted in the PSU Input socket.
3.2 External Controller Input
If an external source of 4 channel effects is to be routed to the Touch Panels outputs the low voltage logic
signals (0 - 10V) from the controller should be connected to this input via a 5 pin DIN plug.
3.3 Programme Output
The outputs from the Internal Chaser are routed to this 5 pin DIN socket and can be used to drive other units
if desired.
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3.4 Zone Outputs
The three 7 pin DIN sockets allow for simple connection to each slave pack using 6 core cable or standard
7 pin DIN leads.

4. INSTALLATION
The Touch Panel is designed for 19" Rack Mounting. It occupies 3 units of panel height, and a space of
100m.m. should be allowed behind the panel for the DIN plugs.
The unit requires an unregulated D.C. supply of 15-20V @ 125m.A. ( or 12V regulated), which can
normally be supplied by the slave packs that it controls. An optional P.S.U. module is available (PSU 431)
that can be fitted to the rear of the touch panel and plugged into the 7 pin DIN socket marked `PSU INPUT'.
If the unit is to be powered from a 12V regulated D.C. source, the back panel should first be removed and
the internal voltage selector link moved to the 12V position. The low voltage outputs should be connected
using 5 pin DIN leads (7 Pin if D.C. power is also required). The EXTERNAL CONTROLLER INPUT
should be connected using a 5 pin DIN lead. The outputs from the internal chaser are also available via a 5
pin DIN socket at the rear.

5. WIRING DIAGRAMS
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A typical club installation using a LIGHT FINGERS and a LIGHTMIX 430 controlling 4 Zones of four
channel lighting effects plus 4 Motors and 8 Switched Effects. The four zones are enabled by 4 Channels
of the LIGHTMIX which is also used to control the 8 switched effects. To assist in the interconnection of
the control units, the low voltage multicore wiring and the slave packs the CIU442 Controller Interface Unit
allows the use of ready made DIN cables and considerably reduces the installation time for an installation.

A LIGHTFINGERS touch panel controlling 3 SWITCHPACs with external chase effects supplied from a
Multiphase controller.

6. INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTORS
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7. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Supply Voltage:

18V D.C. unregulated @ 125m.A.
or 12V D.C. Regulated (by changing link)

Output Voltage:

10-12V D.C. @ 15m.A. max. load per channel.

External Controller Input:

10-12V D.C.

Connectors:

Zone Outputs
Programme Output
Controller Input
P.S.U. Input

-

7 pin DIN
5 pin DIN
5 pin DIN
7 pin DIN

Dimensions:

482(w) x 133 (H) x 40 (D) m.m.

Weight:

1.5 kgs.
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(19" x 3U)

